technique to analyze relationships among wiki-users in Wikipedia. In this paper the method to identify hidden social networks participating in information conflicts in wiki-environment is proposed. In particular, we describe how text clustering techniques can be used for extraction of hidden social networks of wiki-users caused information conflict. By clustering unstructured text articles caused information conflict we create social network of wiki-users. For clustering of the conflict articles a hybrid weighted fuzzy-c-means method is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia developing since 2001, contributed to the appearance of new environment on the Internet -Wiki environment. When referring to the biggest search engines of the Internet among the websites proposed by the system the virtual encyclopedia Wikipedia is one of the first places. There are discussions and expressed opinions in the various fields in Wikipedia -political, social, scientific and cultural.
The escalation of information conflicts in wikienvironment and their long-term continuing have a bad impact on the development of Wikipedia projects (wikidictionary, wikicitation, wikibooks, wikisource, wikinews, wikiversity etc.), quality of encyclopedic articles, and respect between users, which is one of the basic principles of Wikipedia philosophy. For elimination of conflicts between users, protection of encyclopedic articles from vandalism, disinformation and propaganda administrators and active users worked out different rules [6] .
All contents in Wikipedia projects like text, image, audio-and video-files are added into database of Wikipedia. From this point of view it is possible to control the behavior of wiki-users (discussing of pages with users, editing of particular articles on particular subjects). For defining the quality of encyclopedic articles in wiki-environment and studying the information conflicts problems the identifying of hidden social networks is important issue. According to many specialists dealing with wikimetrics research, events in society, problems and relationships reflect on wikienvironment. The behavior of wiki-users reveals their purposes and the degree of using of information war technologies in their activity [7, 8] .
II. RELATED WORK
The analysis of social network in wiki-environment and the reputation of users, also the influence of 0relationships between them on content were studied by different researchers [9, 10] . The model proposed by the professor Sara Javanmardi for identifying social relationships between wiki-users and their influence gives the opportunity for identifying vandals and inexperienced users in wiki-environment [11] .
Another approach for measuring the social relationships, conflicts and cooperation in wikienvironment were proposed by Hagit Mesha-Tal and Edna Tal-Alhsid [12] . 3 criteria are used in this method:
1. Number of wiki-users; 2. Interactivity, i.e. the number of edits by wiki-users in particular time interval; 3. Intensity, i.e. the number of changes in wiki-pages as a result of new edits.
Edit means the changes making in wiki-pages, i.e. removing of information, replacing by other information and adding new information. On the basis of the method proposed by Mesha-Tal and Tal-Alhsid the edit warring, activity of wiki-users and the quality of their edits are defined [13] . During the edit warring, the changes in wiki-pages are not accepted by another group of users. As a result a conflict arises between one or more groups. The information added by one group are removed by another and this process continues some period of time. The existing situation is so: the number of users editing the page is huge, but the changes of the size and the quality of the encyclopedic article are small.
In some wikimetrics researches the influence of wikiusers and the social groups are identified mainly by their behavior. The idea of identifying the vandalism and the analysis of article quality by measuring the influence was firstly proposed by de Adler, Alfaro and Pye [14] . They proposed so-called method "reputation-based system" (Wiki-Trust) for analysis of the quality of encyclopedic articles in wiki-environment and the influence of users [15] . This proposed approach seems very simple from the first view and in some cases looks like the algorithm proposed by Javanmardi: the influence of users depends on the degree of acceptation of their edits [11] . WikiTrust was also focused to identify vandalized encyclopedic articles. Here the acts of vandalism are identified by the activity of anonyms (users acting without registration) and new users, who are just registered [16, 17] .
However, discussed above methods are not effective in identifying of hidden social networks involved in information conflicts. Thus, proposed methods can be used only if there is action of anonyms and new users in acts of vandalism and information conflicts. But the studies show that not only anonyms and new users involve in information conflicts [15, 18] . Wiki-pages causing wars and conflicts take an attention also of experienced and active users. Taking this fact into account, new approach on identifying the hidden social groups in wiki-environment was proposed. This approach is effective if there is a grouping of wiki-pages by content and the analysis of activity of users involved in creation and editing of these pages.
III. THE MODEL EXTRACTION OF HIDDEN SOCIAL NETWORKS
To identify the hidden social networks involved in information conflicts in wiki-environment the phased solution is more advisable (Fig. 1) .
To reach the aim first of all articles (wiki-pages) causing information conflicts are defined and grouped by content. Then the users involved in editing of these articles are identified and their activities are analyzed.
The criteria used in this research are following:
-volume of encyclopedic articles (in bytes); -volume of discussion pages of articles (in bytes); -first paragraph of the article (in our opinion the first paragraph defines the topic of the article); -number of users involved in creation and edition of the article; -number of edits in article; -number of revertings in article;
"Reverting" is a process removing of edits after some defined time interval [18] . 
A. Defining the Articles Causing Information Conflicts
To identify the articles which cause information conflicts in wiki-environment the revert operations in each article, the volume of the article and its discussion page must be taken into account. Thus, an article causes information conflicts, if:
1. The volume of discussion page ( 2. The revert operations in article more than three, 3 n rwp  , it is considered as anomaly. According to the common rules of Wikipedia the activity of the user blocked after 3 or more revert actions in one day (registration nickname is blocked) [13, 19] .
If one of the listed above conditions is met (
n n twp wp  or 3 n rwp  ), then the article must be included into the list of the articles which caused information conflict.
B. Clustering of Articles
Clustering is one of the data mining techniques which try to identify groupings of the text documents. Generally speaking, clustering methods attempt to segregate the documents into groups where each group represents some topic that is different than those topics represented by the other groups [20] . It is possible to separate wiki-pages into groups under various conditions using cluster algorithms [21, 22, 23] . In this section, to group the conflict articles we propose a hybrid weighted fuzzy clustering method.
Let's we have the n number of conflict articles and we need to group them by content. For this purpose we use the first paragraphs (stubs) of these articles, which it's considered that first paragraphs define the content of these articles. This scheme combines the definitions of term frequency and inverse sentence frequency, to produce a composite weight for each term in each sentence. This weighting scheme assigns to term a weight in document given by The term frequency is calculated as the ratio of number of times the term ccurs in the document to the total number of terms in the documnet. It measures the importance of a term within a document:
where ij m is the number of occurrence of term
m is the number of terms in document i P .
This formula assigns a higher weight to terms that occur often in a document. The IDF measures the importance of a term within the document collection. It is obtained by dividing the total number of documents by the number of documents containing the term, and then taking the logarithm of that quotient:
where n is the number of documents in the collection P and j n denotes the number of documents in which term j t appaers.
The IDF factor accounts for the global weighting of term j t . The IDF factor has been introduced to improve the discriminating power of terms in the traditional information retrieval. A term that occurs in every document of the collection gets a lower IDF value. This reflects the fact that it is not as significant for the distinction between documents as the terms that rarely occur throughout the document collection.
Once each document vector is represented, in this study the Euclidean distance is used to calculate the distance between pair of documents. 
The fuzzy clustering algorithm allows one piece of data to belong to more one cluster according to a membership function. The value of a fuzzy membership function belongs to any number between 0 and 1, and is meant to be a mathematical characterization of a "set" which may not be precisely defined [25] . 
The goal of clustering is to assign data points 
In this paper, a novel hybrid weighted fuzzy c-means (HWFCM) clustering method is proposed which integrates the properties of the density weighted fuzzy cmeans and the cluster-dependent fuzzy c-means clustering methods [26, 27, 28, 29] 
Subject to ( , , )
For the sake of simplicity in computations, we use an assumption that ( , , )
Replacing ik u in Eq. (8) we obtain:
Further replacing Eq. (16) in Eq. (15), ik u can be rewritten as follows:
Furthermore, by setting / 0 k LV    , we obtain the following updating equation for the centroids: 
Determination of the optimal number of clusters in a data set is a difficult issue and depends on the adopted validation and chosen similarity measure, as well as on data representation. For clustering of documents, customers can't predict the latent topic number in the document collection, so it's impossible to offer the number c of clusters effectively. The strategy that we used to determine the optimal number of clusters (the number of topics in a document collection) is based on the distribution of words in the documents [33] :
where P denotes the number of terms in the document P . Based on Eqs. (4)- (19) we describe the main steps of the proposed HWFCM algorithm as follows:
Step 1: By using Eq. (19) Otherwise go to step 2.
C. Identifying and Ranking of Wiki-Users Involved in Editing the Articles
After identifying of articles which cause information conflicts and their separation into groups the problem of identifying of social networks involved in the creation and editing of these articles must be solved.
The stage after clusterisation is identifying and ranking of users of social networks involved in editing the articles. For this purpose we identify users involved in the editing of one article, then users involved in the editing the articles within each cluster, and finally the users involved in the editing the articles collected in all clusters. In this task the theory of graphs is used.
Relations in cluster can be regarded as a social network, and as it be shown in Fig.2 each article has been described as a graph: S(U, E), where U -set of vertices, E -set of edges that describe the interaction of agents. Let's imagine the article as an agent of the user group. The relations between agents are provided by users. Let, As can be seen there are two types of contact between the elements of network: internal and external. To set up internal (topic) network internal edges are used. The edge weight in the topic network is assigned by the numbers of edges between the tops [34] .
The following formula is used to rank users in the topic network: The proposed approach for identification of the hidden social network controling encyclopedic articles causing conflicts, can be helpfull in preventing information conflicts in virtual encyclopedia Wikipedia and in solution of the problem of information security in wikienvironment. By identifying articles, which are used in information conflicts, and groups, which propagand some ideology, it is possible to increase the quality of encyclopedic articles, provide the Wikipedia with correct and independ information.
The approach proposed for identifying the hidden 
